NAMMA VEEDU INFANCY DAY CARE
CENTER
[Montessori integrated Uni5 syllabus]
Theethipalayam - Coimbatore
OBSERVATION REPORT FOR THE MONTH October-2012
We are very glad to convey the Montessori -Uni5
syllabus and educational system has been
accepted by the public and understood by them.
After the first term we got many new children and
now we have 31 children in our center. It is a
good sign of growth. This reflects the sincere
effort of all the staff members.
In this context we thank Mrs.Sumathy Shivakumar and Miss.Vijalaxmi for their unconditional
dedicated service to develop the center.
Feedback from the parents and public:
1. Children are good in their language development.
2. Self-motive and creativity can been seen in these children.
3. Children are evolving in their self-discipline.
4. Children make parents to learn much about child development.
5. Many parents said that they have started changing their harsh and angry approach to their children
and able to handle them well.
6. Children are making their elder siblings to change their attitude.
7. Children are not playing; they are always involved in some work at home.
8. They want their parents to behave like their adults.
9. They are assisting their parents in home.
10. Parents are appreciating the transparent development and Montessori equipment.
11. Parents are expecting grade 1 to be continued in our center.
12. Children are self-dependent.
Navarathry celebrations
Navarathry was celebrated in a very grand manner in our center. All parents participated in Golu.
Golu dolls were arranged in Uni5 pattern. Dolls were given crisp explanation. Coconut tree, cow and
man were linked together to convey the message of service. Every day children observed the dolls
and chatted among themself.
We have closed the admission and many have approached our administrative officer for

recommendation. On November 8th Dr.Madeswaran observed the center and he also gave the
workshop for staff members.
We have given Rs.2500 to Mrs.Valsa for her child's school fees. We have helped her for her
dedication and hard work. We are happy to see her presenting language through objects and picture
cards to our children. [photo reflects that truth]
Deepawali celebrations were done. SriRama's coronation legend got narrated. Children observed
Rangoli drawing and lamp arrangements. We chanted Rama Naama and offered poojas to Rama.
Staff were honored with Rs.101. Helpers were rewarded with Rs.500. Mrs.Sumathy and Miss.Viji
were rewarded with a silver coin and sweet boxes.
Viji has prepared delicious kesaribath and we served to all. The school is being closed for Deepawali
from November 10th to 14th.
Mr.M.Sureshkumar – project manager honored all the staff members’ behalf of Sakthi foundation.
The school is need of a good helper. Because of lack of adults we are also unable to concentrate
more in outdoor activities and many other presentations.
By afternoon [8.11.2012] we had a workshop about Uni5 personality care and observation
techniques. On 30.11.2012 Dr.Pardheepkumar will be observing the center for the very first time.
On 1.12.2102 he will be addressing the parents and outsiders about ''Happiness in life''.
On 2.12.2012 he will be addressing students and parents about ''Uni5 method of learning science''.

